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Dated and counter-productive solutions.
As an operator, one of your main
concerns is the security of your facility.
Making an effective, secure way to
control who can access your facility and
when is more than a nice-to-have, but a
must-have. Knowing its importance, you
also know that current Access Control
products are dated, cumbersome, and
disruptive to operations. Whether
it’s the hassle of having to access a
computer on-site or troubleshoot the
system physically, it all adds up to
headaches, lost-time, and degraded
operational efficiency.

A modern, efficient option.
Out-of-date solutions don’t cut it
in an era driven by technology and
automation. Not when your bottom line
is on the line. As an operator, you know
your time is more valuable when focused
on day-to-day operations, improving
tenant experiences, and maximizing
revenue. To achieve the success and
operational efficiencies you desire,
you need a centralized Access Control
solution that seamlessly integrates
with your management software and
existing workflows. Above all, you need a
solution that empowers you to control it
from anywhere at any time.

Powerful integration. Storable believes in empowering you to configure and manage your Access Control solution
the same way you’re already running the rest of your business – with your facility management software.
Through the power of seamless integration, you can manage your program remotely, utilize tenant data to inform
tenant permissions, and contact a single support team to ask questions or troubleshoot issues.

ENHANCED
OPERATIONAL
EFFICIENCY

by managing, configuring, and
troubleshooting your Access
Control program anywhere,
anytime from your facility
management software.

SIGNIFICANT TIME
SAVINGS

OPTIMAL TENANT
EXPERIENCE

through a single support team
with expert knowledge to help
troubleshoot any issues across the
Storable Platform.

visit www.storable.com/access

by automatically granting
tenants access to specific
facility areas and guiding
delinquent tenants to
make payments when
access is denied.
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SEAMLESS
SOFTWARE
INTEGRATION

INTUITIVE TENANT
EXPERIENCE

Access Control by Storable
Capability Overview
Access Control by Storable delivers an experience that’s simple, reliable, and
easy to manage. So you can focus on what matters – elevating your business.

Cloud-Based Software — Seamlessly configure and manage your Access Control
program directly within your storEDGE Software from anywhere at any time.
Remote Access Point Management — Storable’s cloud-based Access Control software
enables operators to remotely respond to Access Control issues by opening or closing
your access points without having to be on-site.

Access Point Groups — Utilize automation to ensure your tenants only have access
to the areas you want them to access—such as 24-hour access to their unit—while
preventing access to areas for staff-only.
Automated Delinquency Communications— Empower your delinquent tenants with
easy-to-access online payment tools automatically sent to them when they attempt to
use an access point.

HARDWARE
THAT WORKS

Streamlined Configurations — Eliminate the need for an on-site computer to manage
your Access Control program with our easy-to-configure and reliable hardware that
puts the control back where it should be—in your facility management software.
Always On — Ensures that your tenants can still access your facility in the face
of internet or keypad issues by utilizing a combination of offline access point
functionality and improved wiring configuration.

ONE STORABLE,
ONE SUPPORT

Industry Expertise — Get the help you need faster with a support team with a deep
understanding of storage operators and tenants’ unique needs earned from years of
exclusively serving the storage industry.
Software & Payments Expertise — Unlock new value between your software, Access
Control solution, and the broader Storable Platform with a support team
that’s knowledgeable across our entire suite of products.

visit www.storable.com/access
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